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Imagine you're the only boy in a town of men. And you can hear everything they think. And they can

hear everything you think. Imagine you don't fit in with their plans... Todd Hewitt is just one month

away from the birthday that will make him a man. But his town has been keeping secrets from him.

Secrets that are going to force him to run... The new edition of this unflinching novel about the

impossible choices of growing up features the short story, The New World. Set before the events of

The Knife of Never Letting Go, it is the story of Viola's dramatic journey to the New World.
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If I could give more than 5 stars to this book, I would. It is, hands down, the smartest scifi

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve read in ages. It does exactly what good scifi should ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ takes

something from our world and examines it through a different lens. This book takes a hard look at

masculinity and manhood, and the value of violence. It is done thoughtfully and with extreme

careÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦and the book manages to do this while having a near-breakneck pace, which is



amazing. Patrick Ness has this way of describing feelings and expressions so clearly and in the

simplest languageÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦and itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s somehow always perfect and

gut-wrenching.I cannot recommend these books highly enough.

I really enjoyed this book. I read it non-stop for two days. It is very well written and if you can deal

with character's having dialects then there's nothing about the writing that I predict could turn

somebody off. The unique premise was entertaining (a virus led to all men being able to hear each

other's thoughts) and honestly a bit thought-provoking. What if you couldn't hide your thoughts from

anyone? Your secrets? All in all, i liked this book. I loved the main characters dog and all the other

characters aren't too shabby either. There were some spots that felt a little slow but not many and I

was able to guess a main twist early on but I'm pretty good at doing that. My rating: 4/5 stars.

I seem to be in the minority here, as I found it really tiresome to get through this trilogy. I started

reading these books with the promise that I would breeze through them as they are unputdownable

and absolutely amazing. I was already in a bit of a reading slump, but this trilogy put me behind big

time on my reading and deepened my slump.You might have noticed though that I've given the

book 4 stars and that is because despite the fact that the overall trilogy was tiresome, I actually

enjoyed the first book in the series. And no matter how I feel about the books in general, there is no

denying the brilliance and genius of Patrick Ness, who is quickly becoming one of my favourite

authors, both YA and Adult. He is incredible, his writing is remarkable and his mind is a thing of

wonder.The Knife of Never Letting Go was a very exciting and thrilling read with everything

happening very quickly taking us on an eventful ride. It starts out with Todd Hewitt, who is twelve

years old and on the brink of manhood (which is when he turns thirteen as is the law in Prentisstown

- where he's from), and lives in a town of only men. In fact, as far as he knows, there are no more

women existing in his world and there is no world outside of his town. His world is full of "noise",

which basically means that every man and animal's thoughts are heard by one and all. We first

meet Todd when he stumbles upon an area in which the noise suddenly disappears and he hears

something he's never heard before - silence.Todd's parents are dead, and he lives with Cillian and

Ben, brothers who raised him since he was a child. When Todd tells Ben of his discovery, he is

suddenly thrown into a whirlwind of mystery, confusion and danger. Ben tells him he needs to leave

immediately, never to return. He gives him his mother's journal, and a map, and asks him to get as

far away from Prentisstown as possible, using the map as guidance. Todd, who cannot read or

write, is unable to read his mother's diary which explains the history of Prentisstown and how the



women had all disappeared. Unable to hide his thoughts and his noise, the people of Prentisstown

and the mayor, all realize what Todd has discovered and hurry to silence him before he

escapes.Todd, along with his loyal dog Manchee, escape into the forest where they are stopped by

an insane preacher, Aaron, who holds particular hatred towards Todd and beats him to a pulp. This

is when Todd meets the first female in his life, Viola, and their journey towards self-discovery and a

safer world begins. Viola has just lost her parents in a crash, and has no one left in the world, until

she meets Todd, who is the strangest boy she's ever met. One whose thoughts she can hear as

clearly as her own voice.It was very entertaining watching the back and forth between Todd and

Viola, and witnessing their friendship blossom. I loved how they both had each others' backs and

their protectiveness towards one another was admirable.There were many ideas presented in this

book that were quite thought provoking, such as the idea of "lying". Todd doesn't even know what

the word means, because of the fact that no one can keep any secrets where he's from due to the

"noise". Yet when Viola demonstrates her uncanny ability to imitate anyone's accent and voice, he

is taken back and feels like he almost cannot trust her. I found that idea fascinating, in the way that

Ness presented it in the context of the book.That being said, I don't know that this book can be

considered Young Adult since it discusses many serious themes and is actually very violent and

brutal. I went into this not knowing much about its contents, but was really surprised at the violence

and deaths. I quickly learned not to get attached to any of the characters, similarly to how I feel

about Game of Thrones.The idea behind this story is outstanding and very impressive, the

execution however was tedious. A very well written, fantastic book. Deserving of 4 stars as a stand

alone. Not my favourite series as a whole, however.

There are plot holes and the underlying story is just the same as any teen triplet set...why are

stories written in threes these days? So annoying...and I'm sure if you dig deep you will find many

issues with the story. Like, "Oh good gracious like *that* would ever work! Seriously? Keeping all

that hidden for so many years? And *no-one* let it slip in their Noise? Really?" Totally wouldn't

happen.But the story! So fast. So fast paced from beginning to end. So fast I'm galloping through it,

breathless. Racing through eye strain and lack of sleep...just got to read faster and faster.And I'm in

love. I'm in love with the stupid story. I'm in love with Todd and Viola and Manchee oh my gosh

Manchee. I'm in love with Ben and Cillian and the terrible, difficult choice they made, choosing the

best of two evils to try to bring something good out of it. And they did, didn't they? Because Todd.

I'm so deeply in love with the Spackle. I hope we find out more about them in later books.A story of

making mistakes and learning from them. A story of falling and growing and redemption. A story of



men taking God's words and twisting them, making them evil, using them for their own warped

craziness, and of people rejecting that version of what they're told God is, and becoming what God

really is - kind and loving and thoughtful and forgiving and helping. A story of hope and the danger

of hope and the pain of hope but still hoping and moving forward.I liked it so much I may possibly

purchase and read the sequels. But I'm waiting for a bit, because I hate cliffhangers so much. Have

I mentioned how much I hate them? This story is so riveting though, I may overcome my hatred of

them and read more. Possibly. After I read another book or two if I find this story still swirling around

in my head I'll continue the series. Or maybe I'll just look online for a synopsis.Given time to think

I'm sure I'll find many more gaping holes. This is not the great American story. It's a teen book.

Pretty dang well written teen book, actually. Even though it does have a cliffhanger at the end. Can I

tell you how much I hate cliffhangers? Really Really really hate them.To all authors out there.

Cliffhangers make your stories weak. Skilled writers don't need such cheap tricks. They leave the

reader satisfied at the end of the story, but with a lingering desire to know more. Cliffhangers turn

your book from something really good into something trite.*Ahem* Sorry about that rant.

Cliffhangers really irritate me.Oh Manchee. I love you. What a good dog.
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